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## Presentation Overview

1. Why collect public health data? Why share it?
2. Challenges to sharing HIV/AIDS data
3. Role of the CDC in HIV/AIDS surveillance
4. CDC Routine Interstate Duplicate Review (RIDR) process
5. Previous RIDR efforts (manual, NIH pilot)
6. ATRA platform for privacy assurance
7. CDC RIDR-9 study
8. Conclusion

---

CDC = Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
1-3 – That's the bad news.

The good news is that a great amount of progress has been made over the past 35 years in the treatment of HIV/AIDS.

With proper medical care, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reports that patients living with HIV can live nearly as long as those without HIV if it is diagnosed early and he or she receives proper medical care, and their quality of life can be nearly as healthy as those without HIV.

The primary treatment for HIV/AIDS consists of antiretroviral therapy, which can slow or prevent the disease from progressing. Importantly, ART dramatically prevents the virus from spreading.

HIV/AIDS can co-occur with other infectious diseases, such as other sexually transmitted diseases and hepatitis.

In addition to biomedical approaches to preventing and treating diseases, there are syndemic approaches as well that investigate demographic factors.

So data from HIV surveillance can inform synergistic epidemic approaches as well.
Why do we want to share public health data?

First, sharing data lets us capture cross-jurisdictional movements of people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWH). This is particularly important in large metropolitan regions that have large numbers of people living with HIV/AIDS. A very good example is Washington, DC, Maryland, and Virginia, which has a large population of people, a relatively high percentage of people living with HIV/AIDS, and very close borders. For example, it's not unusual for someone to live in Northern Virginia, work in Washington, DC, and receive medical care at Johns Hopkins in Maryland.

Second, sharing data across jurisdictions helps eliminate duplicate patient records. This results in more accurate data.

Third, sharing data allows jurisdictions to identify patients who are out of care. "Out of care" is defined by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as someone who has not had at least 2 tests of their CD4 cells – the cells that are destroyed by HIV -- (or) 2 viral load tests at least 3 months apart in 1 year. People who have two or more viral load tests or CD4 cell tests at least 3 months apart in a year are considered to be "retained in care".

Fourth, sharing data allows local public health agencies and healthcare providers to focus their efforts on the people who are truly "out of care" as opposed to living in another part of the country.
"The exchange of information between health officials in different jurisdictions has been demonstrated to be essential to managing outbreaks of well-understood diseases, such as measles, and identifying and responding to new and emerging threats, such as severe acute respiratory syndrome and pandemic influenza A (H1N1). However, the very developments in information technology and health care policy that make it increasingly possible to rapidly transmit health information, such as electronic medical records and health information exchanges, continue to raise questions about the possible inappropriate use and lack of protection of personally identifiable health information. [O’Connor and Matthews 2011]

"In highly charged situations, such as the recent influenza A (H1N1) pandemic, variations in state laws and incomplete understanding among jurisdictions can easily lead to inconsistent public health disclosure practices, resulting in media questions about the integrity of information access."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why share public health data?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. Integrate surveillance data from different programs to identify possible infectious disease syndemics [Drobnik 2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Bring surveillance programs together to work collaboratively and form ongoing partnerships to address multiple diseases [Drobnik 2014]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The "5 Ps" [Smart 2017] plus Policies and Personnel:

1. Plumbing: There are different standards, models, security, infrastructure, procedures, policies, networks, access, compartments, applications, tools, protocols, etc.

2. Protection: Integrating data resources on a large scale increases cyber security risks.

3. Patterns: There is a lack of analytic algorithm techniques to automatically detect data patterns and alert the stakeholders early or in real time.

4. Privacy: There is a significant tension between security and privacy. Who trusts the “watchers”? Who watches the watchers?

5. Politics: What’s in it for me? Policies: What policies govern how data can be collected, stored, and used? How can work progress when those policies vary widely from one jurisdiction to another?

6. Personnel: Even if there is a willingness to share data, there may be a lack of staff, time, or technical expertise – or all three – at the local level.
The Role of the CDC

- No federal laws regulating HIV/AIDS surveillance; laws set at the state level (vary widely today)
- Pre-April 2008 state data collection practices varied widely
- CDC Electronic HIV/AIDS Reporting System (eHARS)
- All 50 U.S. states, DC, and the territories submit scrubbed data to eHARS
- CDC Routine Interstate Duplicate Review (RIDR) process
- 2011 CDC guidelines for public health departments to collect, store, share, and use HIV/AIDS data in 2011
To ensure data security and confidentiality, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has published 10 guiding principles for collection, storing, sharing, and using public health data [CDC 2011, CDC 2014].

Here I highlight the guiding principles that are especially relevant to our discussion today on privacy, policy, and ethics.

Guiding principle number 2:

2. Programs should collect the minimum amount of personally identifiable information necessary to conduct public health activities.

Principle number 3:

3. Programs should have strong policies to protect the privacy and security of personally identifiable data.

And principle number 4:

4. Data collection and use policies should respect respect for the rights of individuals and community groups and minimize undue burden.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has published ten guiding principles for public health data collection, storage, sharing, and use in order to ensure security and confidentiality (CDC 2011, CDC 2014).

Number 8:

Public health data should be maintained in a secure environment and transmitted through secure methods.

Number 9:

Minimize the number of persons and entities granted access to identifiable data.
Public health jurisdictions expend much resources tracking PLWH across the continuum of care. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) directs public health departments to conduct the Routine Interstate Duplicate Review (RIDR) two times per year. Conducting the RIDR review is a condition of receiving surveillance funds. The Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists (CSTE) recommends that public health departments communicate and collaborate to identify and resolve duplicates.

In January and July of every year, CDC sends each jurisdiction a list of case pairs suspected to be duplicates; that is, PLWH case pairs who may or may not be the same person in the Enhanced HIV/AIDS Reporting System (eHARS) archives of specific jurisdictions.
On the basis of available information from various sources, two jurisdiction must resolve each of their case pairs. For each case pair, they must decide if the two people are the “same as” or “different than” each other.

Traditionally, final resolution of case pairs requires staff from jurisdictions to call each other on the telephone to compare notes and manually decide the “same as” or “different than” status of each specific case pair.

Thus, RIDR requires intensive time and resource investments, and operates with a significant delay (12-18 months) between case report and duplicate resolution. RIDR also does not function well to track PLWH and their residence data over time, or to report all instances of HIV care.

In August 2016, the CDC commissioned a special project involving HIV surveillance teams from 9 jurisdictions and Georgetown University to evaluate the efficacy of a privacy device (or “Black Box”) with a matching and computational algorithm (“ATra™”) in overcoming these deficiencies in the RIDR process.
For (2), by using a “black box” matching algorithm

1. Anonymize the data: can eliminate potentially useful information (name, ssn, date of birth, sex, race/ethnicity)
2. Preserve the data and remove the human analyst(s)
Previous RIDR work

- Previous manual efforts:
  - 21,000 people lost to care
  - 3,000 persons still unaccounted for
  - 3 years of manual effort

- NIH 2015 pilot with ATra:
  - 3 participating jurisdictions (DC, MD, VA)
  - 30 billion pairwise comparisons performed
  - 82% of people identified with 95+% confidence
  - 10 minutes to identify 16,000 people lost to care
The ATRA privacy assurance concept
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### The Black Box privacy device

- Secure environment (Type 3 data center) to analyze (domain neutral) sensitive data
- Data owners do not see other data or share their data
- Engineered to remove the human analyst for privacy assurance
- Core component of the AvesTerra analytics environment

**Type 3** – "best commercial practices". For more details, see [Smart 2016]

**Domain neutral** – The Black Box is domain neutral. It can analyze ANY sensitive data, not just public health data or HIV/AIDS data.

Data owners do not see data from other data owners. Their data is not shared with other data owners.

ATra is a methodology that creates a secure environment when analyzing sensitive data.

Unlike other methods that seek to anonymize data, ATra can be engineered to remove the human analyst from the data analysis for privacy assurance.

ATra is a core component of the AvesTerra distributed, large-scale, analytics environment
Five general design principles informed both the NIH and the CDC Black Box projects.

1. The computation platform resides in a contained space with varying layers of perimeter protection depending on the location.

2. Stripped computation platform includes only those features necessary to run and support data processing through the algorithm.

3. Only the jurisdictions have network access to the Black Box and only into their individual, dedicated directories.

4. Incoming data is securely erased from the input directory upon being accepted by the algorithm for processing. The incoming data resides temporarily only in volatile memory.

5. Power dies to the Black Box if someone tries to gain physical access, thus wiping all data in the directories or volatile memory.
ATra matching algorithm

9 person-match levels (strongest to weakest):
1. Exact: First name, Last name, DOB, SSN, Sex, Race
2. Extremely High: First name, Last name, DOB, Sex
3. Very High: SSN
4. High: First name, Last name, DOB, (Sex or Race)
5. Medium High: First name Soundex, Last name, DOB, Sex
6. Medium: Last name, DOB, Sex, Race (OR) Last name Soundex, First name Soundex, DOB, (Sex or Race)
7. Medium low: Last name Soundex, First name Soundex, partial DOB, partial SSN, (Sex or Race)
8. Low: Last name Soundex, (partial DOB and partial SSN)
9. Very Low: Last name Soundex, (partial DOB or partial SSN)
The figures in Column are from [CDC 2016a].

Florida had the highest number of new diagnoses of HIV/AIDS in 2015 of any U.S. jurisdiction. The large number of PLWH are in the South region of the United, which includes Florida

For more statistics on HIV/AIDS, see [CDC 2016a], [CDC 2017a] and [CDC 2017b]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>New diagnoses in 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>4,864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York/NYC</td>
<td>NY/NX</td>
<td>3,128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>1,348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>1,344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>VA</td>
<td>957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>WV</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The CDC identified five measures of benefit that were expected from the RIDR Black Box process.

Measure 1: Timeliness.

The amount of time to resolve the EXACT matched case pairs through phone calls was reduced to almost zero. The data is to the CDC and to the jurisdictions much earlier than by the conventional method. Not having to spend time on the EXACT matches also enables the jurisdictions to begin and finish work earlier on all other case pairs on the RIDR list, and, potentially, makes the entire RIDR process more timely and complete.

Measure 2: Decreased resources. Resources include the number of staff, funds, and time to resolve any backlog of duplicate case records for the eHARS RIDR process. “Minutes saved” was used as a surrogate measure of all resources.

We found that the reduction in resources saved by the Black Box varies depending on the level of match accepted for direct importation. For EXACT matches, the estimated time that was saved was approximately 135 hours of calling time. The 126 hours is actual phone time. It does not include the additional time necessary to arrange the calls.
The total number of records that were uploaded was 799,326.

Some of the records could not be used because of errors, such as required data fields that were missing. Those records with errors numbered 7,705.

DC had a large error rate in their data because of missing names (first names and last names) in their early data collection. This goes back to the slide that we saw earlier that speaks to the wide variety of data collection practices, especially before April 2008.

The total number of records uploaded to the ATRA system were just under 800,000 – 791,621 to be precise.

Of those approximately 800,000 records, approximately 290,000 of the records – 36.7% -- were matched at some level.

Of the total matches, 82% of the matches occurred at the EXACT level (38%), EXTREMELY HIGH level (31%), or the VERY HIGH level (13%).
Time Saved by Jurisdiction (in minutes)

“EXACT” matches @ 10 minutes per phone call

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>WV</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>3,890</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>4,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NX</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>1,220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>270</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td>770</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td>360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>260</td>
<td></td>
<td>260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>380</td>
<td></td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,890</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>2,110</td>
<td>8,110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

135 total hours
Measure 3: Knowledge about migration. In an effort to provide a tool for exploration of migration information implicit in the Ridealong variables, Dr. J.C. Smart coded the algorithm to produce a report that tracks match totals for each ZIP code based on where individuals currently are living, were living at HIV disease, were living at HIV infection diagnosis, and were living at AIDS diagnosis. Each jurisdiction received this report as part of the results of the Black Box match on August 4, 2017.

Measure 4: Improved quality for case 'current residence' data. All jurisdictions received data from other jurisdictions about the “current residence” of matched case pairs for EXACT, EXTREMELY HIGH, and VERY HIGH matches.

Measure 5: Increased accuracy of HIV surveillance data for prevention and care activities. The extensive exchange of data about persons in the jurisdictions’ eHARS archive offers great potential for increased accuracy of HIV surveillance data. The ultimate value of this substantial data sharing, however, depends upon creating the organizational means and conditions for participating jurisdictions to continue their collaboration that began during this project. In a previous study [Ocampo 2016], the jurisdictions of the District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia developed routine processes of sharing HIV surveillance data through a variety of measures, including data exchanges, ongoing contacts, and face-to-face meetings on HIV surveillance topics.
Current and (near) future work

1. Employ ATra for a larger number of geographical jurisdictions (additional cities and states)
2. Develop and implement enhancements to the matching algorithm
3. Implement functionality for remote pattern(s) specification at run-time
4. Extend data analytics & reports to answer more public health questions (supercomputer scalability)
5. Develop and implement formal testing methods ("Type 2" privacy assurance)

Type 2 privacy assurance – for more details, see [Smart 2016]
Summary & Conclusions

- HIV/AIDS surveillance is an important piece of controlling the progression and spread of HIV
- Cross-jurisdiction movement of PLWH and CDC funding require the careful elimination of duplicate data
- The ATRA privacy assurance methodology has reduced the time and resources required to eliminate duplicate data
- Current and future work to refine and enhance the ATRA platform are promising for any domain of sensitive data that cannot be shared directly
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